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COMPARATIVE CHRONEMICS AND. DIPLOMACY:

AMERICAN AND IRANIAN PERSPECTIVES ON TIME

A major factor in the relations between nations and peoples involves

attitudes toward tide. The speed with 'Mich issues are discussed, de-.

cisions made, and socio-economic Changes encouraged vary greatly from
4

culture to culture. The French sociologisst Gurvitch expressed a simple

yet profound truth: "Time in -ranee is not identical with time in Norway

nor with time in Brazil."' In noting that human societies have developed

vastly different rates for processing environmental stimuli, a FinRish

-scholAr concluded that "the relative experience of 'time in different

cultures is one of the basic difficulties in intercultural communicaAion." 2

Observers of human communication have increasingly acknololejged the

fundamental importance ortemporal behavior as a defining characteristic

of Culture. For examplg, a Brazilian pointed out that

'The rigid Angj.o-Saxon. attitudes-- "Time is money" with an
lmost mystical cult of minutes and secdndt on account of their
ractical, commercial value, is in sharp contrast to the Latin

,American attitude, a sort of "more or less" (iiais ou menos")
attitude. It is easy to understand why a Nordic was so shocked
in ,Spaio to, know that a Spanish or Latin American guest in a
hotel asked the desk to call'him next morning not-exactly at
ten or ten- fifteen, as an Anglo-Saxon or an Anglo-American would

have asked, but at ten or eleven.3.

Similarly, the traditional Japaneseyemphasis on ritual and personal formality

can create frustration for Westerners bent on settling a transaction, A

Japanese businessman noted the American concern with speed: "You Are

impatient. We have learRgd that if we just make you waif long enough,

you'll agree to anything."

,In-India,mhere the Hindu 'doctrine of rebirth has fostered a

0

Weltanschauung which views'time as a cyclical process, concerns with

.)
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2.
is-

indiscriminate

,

universal principles and contemplative thought traditionally taken

precedence over interest in chronicles of history and quantitative time.

Nakamura attributed this teAdency-to the Sanskrit language with its

use of tense, indefinite adverbs related to time, and e

,predisposftion for-nouns (static being)over verbs (active becoming).
5

Other scholars have investigated the temporal, orientations

cultural contexts ranging from China
:6

and India
7
toLatin America,

8

'Nigerian tribes,
9

and Christian ZheOlogy.
10

Indeed, the world's religions

provide an especially appropriate avenue of investigation for, as Brandon

observed, a major impulse with most world religiqns is the need of humans

to'cope with their ownfinfiteness and mortality through deVotionqo a

deity who is both changeless and eternal. 11

'Recognizing that human assumptions and'behaviorsAlated to tiware
r.

culturally determined, we must pay increasing attention to comparative

,chronemics--the study of time across cultures. This emerging branth of

international studies promises practical benefit, as knowledge generated

by,anthropoligists and communication specialists is applied by person& en-
,

gaged in diplomacy, multinational business,.Third World development, and

tourfsm.

1

The seizure of some fifty Americans at S. embassy in Tehran on

,, November 4, 1979 'produced dramatic neleiidence of the importance, f time

perspectives in international relations.. The subsequent holding of the
ea

hostages provides a case study in comparativelphronemics. Much of. the,

diplomatic.tension which developed between Tehran and Washington can be

attributed to conflicting concept-16ns of time. This essay analyzes the'i. ,

cultural and ideological deterMinants of the chronemfc di ferencd between

Iran and the Unified States.

1
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The NOstageS'and Time os

The United States?esponse to the hostage situation genera {ly can

be characterized as one 9f impatience and frustration at the slowness of'

resolving the conflict. Many Americans undoubtedly shared the opinion

of a voter in Pennsylvania who told a NatioRal Public Radio reporter on

April 23, 1980 that the President "should have given th510.24 hours" to
, =

release the hostages or sent in the Marines. Pressured.by cultural and

political constraints to appear to be "doing something" toward freeing the

captives, President. Carter refused to leave the Washington area for the

first six minths of the ordeal claiming the need to oversee developments.

At a press conference on April 17, 1980 Carter said "....the patience of

the American people is running out.
.12

The following day a White House

official indicated that."the President's patience is running'out.
.13

Such statements proved prophetic, for a week later the United States

attempted to free the hostages with a daring heljcopter'mission. In

justifying the unsuccessful rescue effort, Defense SecretaryeMarold Brown

gave insight into the American perspective of time. Brown said the U.S.

had acted because Pfhere was no reason to believe -that the jiostag4 would

be released in the foreseeable future." Then, in his next sentence,

1 .

Brown tdmitted that Iranian officials had hinted at a variety of possible

times when ttie captives might be freed: ...May, June, July, the end

of the year..."14 Thus one, two, or three months away eemed outside "the

foreseeable future" .to the Carter administration. Followilt the failed

mission, the U., S. launched.a campaign to enlist the support of European
ge

allies in establishing a "dealine" in late May after which economic

sanctions would be imposed on'Iran.

, )
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Indicative of the U. S. perception was the use, by both government

-officials And the mass media, of the term "crisis" to describe the

situation: Such a word connotes-a sense of tir,pency.; -but crises normally

do not extend over a prolonged period of time. While conflicts or
A

tensions may be protracted, a crisis implies a climax, a-problem at the

pinnacle of deCiston-making which" cries for immediate resolution.

apply this word to a situation where 52 people were receiving food,

clothing, and shelter -- the physical and psyc hological traumas of cap-
,

tivity notwithstanding -- seemed more like a technique of nationalistic

)
propaganda than of reasoned diplomac

The American mass media undoub edly contributed to the U. S. impatience

with the "crisis.? Almost every newscast would enumerate the length of the

hostages'_Capt6ity: the 38th day, the 175th day, the 356th day, etc.

'News magazines reported the "depressing" reality. "that there is no quick

15
.

end in sight".to the deadlock. frequently portrayed the

Islamic Revolution as an attempt to push Iran "aCkward" to the seventh .

,century. For example,'on November 10, 1978, a year before the hostage-
.

seizure, a .San FrOcisco'Chronicle edjtorial dec6ribed the Ayatollah

Ruhollah _Khomeini as "the intransigent, reactionary Shiite.religioS

.leader" who symbolized a "fanatiCpriesthood. .16 The New York DailyNews

-.editorialized th,at,"As'long as Ayatollah Khomeini calls the shots, and

p

a''long as that old fanatic is held in the Sway of the militant captors,
.....,

'

"there isno%way to make a.deal with Iran. "17 Such reporting served to
J

harden stereotypes rath'er than encourage the search for a negotiated

settlement.

s.
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American impatience with this violation of diplomatic privilege pro-

duced a single-minded obsession with maintaining her national honor. The

Iranian perception, paradoxical , grew out of a more time conscious hurt

created by over twenty -five years of alleged U. S. imperialism in Iran.

The historical-social context-of American support for the Shah, which ex-

tended for a whole generation, contrasted to the Ilk S. preocctpation

k.

with the more immediate matter of kidnapping. Even the Ayatollah Khomeini

himself had endured fifteen years in exile in Iraq and France. Future

psychobiographies of him will no doubt emphasize t=he function of such a

prolonged exile in hardening his resolve to oppose the Pahlavi monarchy.

Iran's lack of a strong central government in the months following,

the Shah's ouster exacerbated the American perception that Iran was out

of control. The successive collapses of the Bakhtiar, Barzargan, and

Ghotbzadeh governments and the several postponements in the election of

the Majlis: (Parliament) fueled this notion. Early in the Spring, 1980

Prime Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh responded to,a reporter's question

about when the parliamentary elections would occur by saying "it will
A

become known." Such lack of specificity about a national election,

while understandable in the revolutionary climate of Contemporary Iran,-

would be almost inconceivable in Americah politics where election dates

are clearly established and firmly adhered to.

In the Fall of 1980 the Majlis finallw adopted the four Conditions

for the release of tie hostages: the U,,S. must unfreeze Iranian assets'

in American banks, the late Shah's wealth must be returned to Iran, all -..,,

lawsuits against Iran must be dropped, and the U. S. must pledge not\to

interfere in Iran's affairs. Negotiations on these demands were jadI3Ardized,

7 4,t
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however, by the outbreakkof war between Iran and Iraq and by the impending

change in administrations in Washington. In commenting upon Ruald Reagan's

victory on November 4th (ihe first anniversary of the embassy takeover),the

deputy speaker of the Majlis was quoted by Tehran Radio.as saying: "Because

Carter was already,in office, we would have reached a soldion faster if

he were re-elected. With Ws victory this will need a long time.
18

For Jimmy Carter, whose defeat was in part attributable to the unresolved

hostage. situation, it had alreadyibeen an excruciatingly long time.

As the Carter administration desperately sought to resolve the stale-

mate before leaving office, Iranian leaders seemed to harden their bargain-

;rig position.. On December 21 Executive Affairs Minister Behzad Nabavi,

head of his governTent's negotiating team,-declared: "We can keep them

for ten more years and give them food and clothing. "19 'Six days later

Tehran Radio quoted Prime Minister4lohammad Ali Rajai as saying the

hostages would "never" be freed if, Iran's termsJwere not met. 20
Such

public pronouncements illustrated the use of exaggeration anngkconceallMent

through overstatement,traits characteristic of Persian rhetoric, 21

The final days of the Carter pre'sidency witnessed a flurry of' in-

tense negotiations mediated by diplomats from Algeria. Convinced that
',.

the hostages would serve little additional pollical benefit domestically,

beleaguered by a shortage of cash caused by the continuing'war wi/h Iraq,

and aware that a ReaganAadm. istration would offer no better terms, Iran

finally agreed to release t hostages in exchange for the Unfreezing of

Iranian assets held in the United States.. On January 20, 1981 the 52

hostages flewout of Iran, literally 'within minutes of the inauguration of

8
:
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Ronald Reagan. Daring the 444 days df captivity Iranian. and American

negotiators clearly had operated from cultures with vastly differing

perspectives on time to which we now turn.

Time in the United States
4

Daily life in the United States generally requires conformity to

.the precise measurement of'time. Watches typically form a part of the
ti

clothing of Americans and clocks abound in puhlic buildings and private

automobiles. Doctors and other professional people work according to

appointments and mass transportation operates on a system of schedules

and timetables. Banks and insurance companies use clearly defined time
I

units such as "iflterest compOunded daily," thirty-year loans, and 'V
.

1
.

policies which,pxpire at 12:01 a.m. on
.

a specified date. Even many of

the sports Americans enjoy in their "leisure time" such'as basketball,

football, hockey,,soccor, boxing and track and field are regulated by

thtlock. I

Much of this social preoccupation with time results from the . I

demands of urbanization and modern industrialization. A formalized system

of timekeeping may bea prerequisite fo'r the type of economic activity

found in most Western nations, where commerce revolves around production

schedules, delivery date's, and deadlines. In a capitalistic economy the

failure to provide fast, efficient service may result in the loss of

business to one's competitor. It is instructive to note thdt at the outset

of the Industrial Revolution in Europe craftsmen viewed the clock as
I

"the machine par excellence.4
22

)

?

The Puritan ethic, which contindes to exert pervasi"..influence in

the United States, entailed a strict accounting of the way one uses time.

1
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The keeping of diaries, still common in Anglo-American ltures, repre-

sents a means of recording one's daily activities, subtly encouraging

the recorder to keep busy. "Idle hands," holds an American proverb,

"soon find the work of the Devil:" Hall observed that.when .talking

about time English speakers employ verbs (buy, sellsave, spend, waste,

use, lose, Make up, measure) which are
le

ssentially economic terms,

supporting Ben Franklin's dictum that, for Americans, "Time is money."
23.

The strict American concern with exactness in time measurement has

produced a culture which places great emphasis on .speed and efficiency, as

seen in the popularity of fast-food restaurants. Wright coined the word

"chronarchy" to des'ribe modern Amerlica, where people are'"ruled byitime"

and "regimented by timekeeping. "24 Not surprisingly, the major health
;

4.

problems in the United States' involve ulcerS, heart attacks, and high blood

pressure., all of which are linked to the effects of. stress. The emphasis

on spee4.andiaction in American society bprders on a kind of psychological

mania which Bruneau aptly termed "chronophilia."25

4irrieficans characteristically conceive of time as linear in nature,

moving inevitably forward from the past to the future. The normative roots

for this conception lie in the Judeo-Christian formulation of the Creation,

representing God's launching of time and the world. Significant events,

such as the birth of Christ, the arrival of Columbus in the New World in

pit, and the American Revolution of 1776, form stages of advancement in ,

the onward "march of history." Thus, the time perspective of Americans is

largely future-oriented, ba ed on the assumption that-through human effort

the futdre can be made better than the past. Much political rhetoric

+P.
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centers on the need .to build "a better worldfor our children."

Americans': therefoi-e,,are.gendrally optibisticabout the future,

\-

confident in the.poss)bilities formaterial\and perSonal advancement.
26

The idea o "progress" underlies this world-view, permeating in a funda-

.

Mental way the American attitude toward the futui-e.- General ;Tectric's

slogan,- "Progress is our most important product," illustrates the

effort of U. S. industry to continually create new, improved, and in-

novative products. Inventors like Thomas Edisioroand Alexander'Graham

Bell represent national folk heroes.. Chase may not have exaggerlted when

asserting that Progress is "the iltimate God..of America.
"27

Time in Iran

The percdption of time in' Iran varies considerably from the typical

temporalLor$entation in the United States. Iranians generally place far

less emphasis on'an exact adherence to precise timing. Hall recounts

hovi two Iranian colleagues failed to meet together despite twelve appoint-
.

ments.
28

In a recent study of the cultural frames of referente of

nearly 2,000 Iranian and American College students, Szalay and others

concluded that

While the American feels controlled by the clock and obliged
to be on time, the Iranian feels that the clock is created'
fdr his convenience and should be used as an indication of general
not specific time. An Iraifian might simply say, "I- will' meet

, you after the sun sets."

In general conversation it,is not possible to rely on the pre-
cise meaning of many expressions of ;time. For e2cample,the word
alan (right now, this instant) is used in many ways depending

',.on the occasion. It could mean now or in a short while; it might
mean anytime this morging.or this afternoon, or it could mean
not at all. For instance, when inquiring about when someone will
return, if the person asking is a friend, "right now" means
*as sooh as he is finished with his other business. If a stranger

11
1.
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,) I

is aging about someone's co- worker; "right now" is a polite,
substitute for."I,dont know." Farda (tomorrow) is ,another

'-word meanih'g the next day,.the fiFiTChance, the next week, ,
or the next year depending of what is to happen and Aro is
inquiring.29

Iran's different(Americans wou11 say 'glower") tempo of life may

i be explained in part by her-still targely agricultural society. Ap-

proximately two thirds of all Iraniani live in villages. The lifestyle of
4

farmers revolves around the passing of-tlie seasons rather than the

e'"
mutes of a Clock. aiding a donkey to one's local village contrasts

dramatically to the urban office worker's need t<o catch a.commuter,train
4

or bus. Persian proverb holds that only the Devil.hurr%.es" (Ajaleh

koreh shetorr ast).3°

Andiher factor contributing to Iran's relaxed attitudeAtoward

time involves a long history of foreign invasions and quasOolonial
4.

domination. Alexander the Great conquered much of present-day Iran

in 'the 4th century, B.C., and Roman armies followed. In the seventh

century, A. D. Arab invaders supplanted Zoroastrianism with Islam. In

the eleventh century Seljuk Turks claimed large areas of Iran, and in

' the, thirteenth century they in turn were overpowered by ,Mongols led by '

Genghis Khan. Later, Ottoman and Afghan rulers seized parts of Iran.

..
.

In theigineteenth and early twentieth centuries Iran suffered encroach-
.

ments from RuSsia to the North, while Britain exerted counter-pressure

in an effort to protect India, tulminatjng in a strong British role' 0 .

in restoring the monarchy to power-id'1921. Allied troops occupied.
4,

Iran during rid War I'I, while British and American oil companies

, maneuvered for concess4ons,' From the CIA's invovement in Prime

040

.11
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Is .11. *
Minister MohaTed MosS'adejh in 195 to the presence in 1977 of 50,000

,..

American technicians and advisers, Iran formed an appendage to the

global strategic interests.,of the United States .

31

. 4
Thus, unlike the United States, Fran has experienced Ole heavy

.

...hand,of'foreign domination ,and cobtrol, espetially in this century.

. I .

Such efdernaTJOrces frequently proddce tendencies toward slowness and

indiffeience, which represent defense methanismsfor people whollave

lost control of,their own destiny. Persons subjugated by slavery,

colonialism, or foreign domination often find spontaneitS, stifled with

, the future ,hol di nil tle promise or appeal.
32

Another dimension of Iran's time perspective relates to,the long

and glorious heritage ofPersian'tivilization. Inheritors of a 2,500

year tradition stretching back to Cyrus the Great, contemporary Iranians

Sr 4
enjoy a sense of history which is both deep and proud.

33
The major

Persian epics and folklore came from a distinguished line of poets and

cultural heroes including Firdausi, Omar Khayyam, Rumi, Sa'adi, and

Hafiz, who flourished between the tenth and fourteenth centuries. Such

a heritage does nof'exiit fn the United States, whose na,tional'history

covers a mere two centuries and the bulk_of whose citizens descended from

immigrantS and refuge from other countries.,

Indicative of the limited Amehcan sense of history waS the comment .

made by President Carter ata press conference.on February 13, 1980. When
14.-

)

asked if, as a means of placating the Iranian militants, ...the United States

would admit its role in restoring the.Shah tp the throne in 1953, Carter re-'

plied that he was not going to get involved in "ancient history."34 For

13
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Iranians/who in 1971 celebrated4the 2500th anniversary of the founding

,

of the Persian Empire, 1953 iss certainly not ancient history, but directly

relevant to the issues surrouriding the holding'of the hostages.

The glohfication of one's national heritage invites a.concentration

on the past ratheir th'an on the future. This is especiallitrue for -

nations with a relativelylow_level 13f.economic development. Thus the

efforts atmodernization in twentieth century Iran conflicted with deeply

ingrained tendencies toward tradition and resistance to change. Efforts

by the deposed Shah's father, Reza Shah Pahlavi, to introduce radical reforms

such as the unveiling of women, the redistribution of land, and the intro:

duction of Western:science prompted a conservative backlash, much of A

which was aimed at "the rapi empo of external change" between 1925 and

1940,
35.

Similarly, public tisfavor with Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi grew in

part from the nature and speed of the.changes he sought to impose on

Iran. The deposed' monai-ch's" vision of rapid industrialization, which

required massive foreign (mostly American and Isr'aeli) assistance plus a

reduced role for the Muslim clergy, was embodied in the famous "White

Revolution" which triggered large-scale,votest demonstrations in June,

1963. Many of the opposition leadirs, including the Ayatollah Khomeini,

were imprisoned, ,executed, or exiled.
36

While _factors such as the brutal

excesses,of SAVAK and the failure to sufficiently broaden the level,of

participation in Iran's economic reforms contributed to the overthrqw of

the Shah in 1979, his demise stemmed in part from the speed of change he

promoted. As he admitted, "Eventually, we went faster, than'some people

could digest."37

-P
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In effect, the Islamic Revolution in Iran iriv d two conflicting

concepts of progress.. The Shah assumed 'that the hallmarks of a modern,

progressive nation include Western technology, the latest militarrhard-

ware, increased secularization, and liberated roles fSr women. Revolu-

.

tionaries loyAl to thesAyatollah Khomeini, perceived the introduction of

foreign engineer's, liquor, mini-skirts, and sexually explicit movies (all

of which seem to accompany Western models of modernization) not as "pro-

gress,." but rather as threats to the social and religious institutions

which historically have provided Iran with-its stability and Continuity.

A a prominent Iranian journalist observed:

rs Khomeini's public tirades have left Americans' convinced that
he and his followers are fanatically against the United
State?. In fact, they are against every influerice,of the
contemporary world.that might diStract the faithful from
their devotion to God: Khomeini has. referred to the United

States,as the great taghoot, and thiS, has been translated

here as "the great Satan." But this is a mistranslation,
for taghoot in the 'Koran refers to the idols tat were
destroyed by the prophet Abraham, and when paieini applies
it to the United. States he is not inciting Iranians.to hatred

but icallinj9oon them to reject a materialistic, contemporary
view of lie. °

Time in Islam

While a variety of secular and environmental forces have helped shape

the tempo of Iranian life, the leadership and motive power bind the 1979

Revolutionirderive their inspira0bn most importantly fro Islam. The

majority of members of the Revolutionary Council are Muslam clergy (mullahs),

whose dominant value system rests in assumptions inherent'in Iran's uniquely

religious ethos. A proper unders\tanding of the chronemic perspective of

the militants who seized the American hostages must be viewed against the

background of the temporal implications of Islam.,

fir

1
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Islam sprang from,,t4e'Same geographical area as Judaism and

Christianity and, like. those older faiths, fosters an intense monotheism,

a book describing a succession of prophets, and a belief in the final 7)

Day of Judgment. Islam thus shares, in some ways, a chronemic orientation

not unlike that of the\Judeo- Christian tradition. _ Indeed, the Koran

speaks of days of CNation,.the month of fasting (Ramadan), the obser-
.

Vance of the weekly *Sabbath, -and the alterations of the sun and moon,

all of which pply a precise sensitivity to linear time.

When Arab invaders brought Islam into Iran in the seventh century

A. D'.; it supplanted the ancient and indigenous Zoroastrianism. That

religion, which was followed in Iran for some 1300 years!'1/4portrayed time

in terms of a peogressive struggle between Ohrmazd (Ahura Mazda), the

Lord of Wisdom associated with goodness, light, and eternity, and

i.Ahrjman, the Lord of Evil.
39

Implicit in the/Zoroastrian cosmogony.'

was a philosophical dualism between Infinite Time (ZurVan akarana) and

Finite TiMe (Zurrn daregho-chvadhata). 40
The ancient 2oroastrians

,

celebrated Ohrmazd WM the act of Creation with Nowruz (New Year), a

fes'tfVal symbolizing the regeneration of life, and the renewing of the

cosmos. This holiday has persisted to the present day as a major

Iranian festfval.'1r

As Islam replaced Zoroastrianism it infused.a new moral earnest-
;

ness into Iranian society. Central to the Muslim ontology is the-

, belief that Allah'is the only ultimate Reality (al-Haug). The physical

world, therefore:can be vieweffas merely momentary flashes, the

succession of which gives th'e appearance of continuity and permanence,.

1 6
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'analbgous to the kinetostope in. cinematography. Allah.renews every

moment, with time itself being

,

made up
*

of ((ndw's)) (l'anat). This means that time is
:made up of a great, manyT(ti -Res)) which cannot be further sub-

/ divided....Thus there are only. momentarily existing in=

dividual§,as the will of Allah, from moment to moment,
det'rees.44

Massi.gnon, a.prominerit French'scholar, concurs that Muslp .

temporality is.conceived in terms of "atoms of time" (awaqat). In
6

Islamic neology, hebargues,-"time is not a continuous 'duration,' but

a consalYatioh, a 'galaxy' of instance. "43 This "discontinuous,
,--

-piecemeal apperception of time"44 is imbedded in the Arabic language, .. .

/

whose grammar "does not conceive,of 'verbal times' [tenses] ag-states;

in principle it knows only 'verbal aspects,' the finished [perfect]

(madi) and the unfinished [imperfect) (mudari').which mark, outside

of our time, the degree in which the (divine) action is made real.
"45

The belief that Allah controls each instant of time has given rise,

within Islam, to a mind-et which Westerners frequently describe as

fatalistic. Contemporary Iranian speech patterns adhere to the Koranic

,injunction to qualify all-references, to the future with In-sha-Allah

(if God so wills).
46

Indeed, Persian (Farsi) speaking peoples find it

-difficult to conceive of the.near-future as anything other than ant

indeterminant extension of the pre s nt. When asked when someone All

return, a Persian speaker will frAilently reply alley meayah- ("He is-,

coming now./') This might mean in five minutes, one hour, tomorrow, or

even weeks later.
47

In a study of conceptions of the "future" (ayande) among nearly

1,0004Iranian students, researchers obtained additional evidence relating

v
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to the Muslim conviction that only God can know the future. Whereas-

ericens in the study tended id,associate the future with "scientific

and technologicaliiogress, brightness, and promise," even if

tinged with uncertainty, the Iranians showed a strong tendency

...to believe that the future is influenced by predestination
(sarnevesht): one may wish and hope, search and speculate,
'imagine and dream about the future, but lehatit brings is
fundamentally unknown yet predetermined."

Most Muslims would deny 'that a belief in the divine control of the

future absolves humans of responsibility for action. Indeed, as the

Tuni.sian philosopher Ahmed Hasnaoui asserted, the Islamic concept of

time (in Arabic: dahr) holds life to be a "place of testing," an

inevitable ethical experience, a relationship between the temporal an,d

the eternal.
49

Human efforts, therefore, are not negated, but simply

kept in ,the perspective of God's omnipoteke. The Iranian Revolution is

drtamatic refutation to arguments that Muslims are largely fatalistic.

But whereas most Western Christian societies have evolved ethical and

judicial systems concerned with process and "becoming," Islam,assumes

that the Truth has already been divinely authored and finialized in the

revelations of therophet Mohammed. The Speech of God (the Koran) and

the Muslim legal code (the Shari'a) have been given once and for'all,

and therefore deviation is, neither needed nor-Tolerable for, as the

Prophet reportedly said, "All innovation is the work of the devil."50

Consistent with.this belief in the eternal applicability of revealed

Truth, the Ayatollah Khomeini told an interviewer in 1979: "Islamic

laws are ways congruent with the'conditions of time and place,"
51

We have characterized Islamic time as a divinely authored "instan-

taneism," which contrasts both to the cyclical nature of the Hindu

13
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cosmology and thelinearity of the Judeo-Christian system. But the

chronepic configuration of Iranian Islam has been influenced by two

additional forces: Shi'ism and Sufism. Nearly 85% of Iran's Muslims

profess Shi'ism,-a branch of Islam which emphasizes the concept of the

Imam, a Guide believed to possess special spiritual gifts and under:,

standing. In Shi'ite Bran, explained Corbin, the true believer (mu'min)

is one who follows an Imam into the mysteries of the 'world of

Hurqalya," the "Earth of visions" where spiritual events take place

'outside of chronological physical time (zaman afaqi), in'a qualitative,

endogenous time (zaman anfusi) which is "the history of the soul."
52

Such esoteric meanings` arp difficult for Westerners to grasp since they

violate,the evolutionry and ljnear viewpoint of Western time. More-

ofir, for diplomats griounded in a society proud. of its strict separation

of church And state, the necessit of dealing With ayatollahs who can

dismiss prime ministers, command the my, and control decisions in'

Parliament requires an unusually high degree of flexibility.

Shi'ism's expectation of the Hidden Ilmam, analogous'to the Second

Coming of Christ or the Future Buddha, presupposes a spiritual transfornia-

tion symbolised by entry into, the world of Hurgaiya. In a 1947 Persian

discourse on the role of Hurgalya in the Shi'ite faith,iShaikh

Khan Ibrahimi, a'colipmporary of the Ayat011eh Khomeini and fifth

successor to.the founder of Iranian Shaikftism, described the'timeles

dimensionipf this spiHtual state:

The unlimited duration of these universes of the barzakh [soul'
universes] contains gradations which are likewise unlimited,
and which ipre not like the measurements of this world of ours.
In our traditions, the duration of these worlds is often
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iriterpreted in terms of mil)enia....The days sand the years ire
different from our earthy accidental days and years, which
follow one%nother and replace one another. We lack the
means of comparison.53

Tbe'spiritual metamorphosis envisioned by Shaikh Ibrahimi cor-
4

responds to the mystical experience central to Sufism, yet another

expyssion of Islamic ardor in Iran. Exertiog an influence far beyond

their numbers, the Sufis seek a religious ecstasy which can produce a

1
"non-being in time" dr "timeless being." Through trances, music, ant ;

Spiritual exercises, Sufis attempt to probe "the hidden secret of

time" .(batin al-zaman), the perr4nen'i instant in which the divine

Presence'. isLL extended.54 The ecstasy (wajd) achieved when a Sufi

feels united with God produces an emotional state free from the

normal senses and time consciousness. 55,
Sufi, mysticism prwides

an intangible yet undeniable' impulse tb the theocratic vision"of

Iran's revolutionaries.

Conclusion

We have seen that the conceptualizations of time in the United
/-`

States and Iran differ signifithitly. The frames of reference, the defi-

nitions of "progress, "' and the tempos af life in the two nations

reflect vastly different social and ideological contexts. Admittedly,

in the tension of 1979-81 leaders on both sides were susceptibleto

emotional outbursts which resulted more from the anxieties of the
4

moment than from the historTtal traditions or future goals of their

two peoples. tut there can be little doubt that a root cause of the

disagreements and misunderstandings eminated from conflicting,

orientations toward time.

It may be unrealistic to expect Western diplomats to base daily

political decisions on an understanding of the complex interplay between
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Zoroastrian cosmology, Persian history, Slifj4.mysticism, and Islamic

-.dogma. Yet the mentality and perceptionsAfAran's new revolutionary

leaders reAain subtly influenced by just-such forces as these. Effective

diplomacy, bn both sides, must be inf&med and sensitive if we are to

reduce the chronemic gap separating the two cultures.

4
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